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Part I: Program Overview 
A. Program Data Overview:
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B. Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Overview: 
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C. Curriculum Overview: 
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D. Scheduling Overview: 
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E. Technology, Equipment, and Facilities: 
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F. Academic Support Services and Library Resources: 
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G. Staffing and Professional Development: 
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H. Industry Trends/Advisory Committee Recommendations (Required for CTE): 
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What additional data would help with your next program review? 
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Part II: Program Goals and Recommendations 
List any short-term or long-term goals for the program: 
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Recommendation #1: 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

Check all areas that apply: 

 Academic Support
 Curriculum
 Distance Education
 Equipment

 Facilities
 Library Resources
 Professional Dev.
 Safety

 Scheduling
 Staffing
 Technology
 Other: _______________________

Action plan: 

Responsible party/parties: Timeline: 

 Has associated cost: $ ________________ Priority:  _____________________________
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Recommendation #2: 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

Check all areas that apply: 

 Academic Support
 Curriculum
 Distance Education
 Equipment

 Facilities
 Library Resources
 Professional Dev.
 Safety

 Scheduling
 Staffing
 Technology
 Other: _______________________

Action plan: 

Responsible party/parties: Timeline: 

 Has associated cost: $ ________________ Priority:  _____________________________
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Recommendation #3: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

 Academic Support 
 Curriculum 
 Distance Education 
 Equipment 

 Facilities 
 Library Resources  
 Professional Dev. 
 Safety  

 Scheduling 
 Staffing 
 Technology 
 Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

 Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #4: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

 Academic Support 
 Curriculum 
 Distance Education 
 Equipment 

 Facilities 
 Library Resources  
 Professional Dev. 
 Safety  

 Scheduling 
 Staffing 
 Technology 
 Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

 Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #5: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

 Academic Support 
 Curriculum 
 Distance Education 
 Equipment 

 Facilities 
 Library Resources  
 Professional Dev. 
 Safety  

 Scheduling 
 Staffing 
 Technology 
 Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

 Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #6: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

 Academic Support 
 Curriculum 
 Distance Education 
 Equipment 

 Facilities 
 Library Resources  
 Professional Dev. 
 Safety  

 Scheduling 
 Staffing 
 Technology 
 Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

 Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #7: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 
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 Curriculum 
 Distance Education 
 Equipment 

 Facilities 
 Library Resources  
 Professional Dev. 
 Safety  

 Scheduling 
 Staffing 
 Technology 
 Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

 Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #8: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

 Academic Support 
 Curriculum 
 Distance Education 
 Equipment 

 Facilities 
 Library Resources  
 Professional Dev. 
 Safety  
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 Staffing 
 Technology 
 Other: _______________________ 

Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

 Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #9: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 
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 Distance Education 
 Equipment 
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 Library Resources  
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 Safety  
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 Technology 
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Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

 Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 
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Recommendation #10: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rationale/Supporting Evidence: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Check all areas that apply: 

 Academic Support 
 Curriculum 
 Distance Education 
 Equipment 

 Facilities 
 Library Resources  
 Professional Dev. 
 Safety  

 Scheduling 
 Staffing 
 Technology 
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Action plan: 

 

 

 

 

Responsible party/parties:     Timeline: 

  

 Has associated cost: $ ________________  Priority:  _____________________________ 


	Prepared and submitted by: Learn faculty and staff: Peggy Alexander, Deanna Pierro, and IA Kim Boles-Cravea.
	Program Data Overview: The Learning Assistance Program (LA) addresses the needs of our most at-risk populations including the basic skill needs of a high percentage of WCC students at all three campuses. The Program has slightly different applications at WCC, Colusa, and at Lake.   At all three sites, Learn 502 provides academic support though tutoring.  At Lake, the ABE courses (Learn 520, 521, 574) have the additional purpose of improving general college readiness skills (reading, writing, math, and computer basics) and providing  HiSET (high school equivalency) exam preparation. Because the Learn classes were not approved WCC curriculum in Fall 2016, the data which follows reflects a single semester.  Thus, for Spring 2017 five sections of Learn were offered (3 for Lake, 2 for WCC).  The fill rate ranged from 56%-80%.  There are reasons for the low fill rate at the Lake Campus---two sections of Learn 502 were available when just one should have been offered.  This is a residual of the way the old credit version of Learning Assistance 102 (Directed Studies YCCD) was scheduled (as a .5 or 1 unit credit). The third offering at Lake was Learn 520, the reintroduction of Adult Education and College Readiness in its new repeatable, open entry/open exit, and non-credit format.  Student demographics indicate some significant differences at the various sites. For example, the Woodland College campus student population is considerably more diverse and younger than the Lake County campus.   70% of the Woodland Campus Learn students (only Learn 502 data is included) are under the age of 25.  For Lake County (which aggregates Learn 502 and 520), only 38%  of the students are under the age of 25 in 2016-17.  In 2016-17 62% of the Lake County Learn Students are 25 and older; in 2017 (thus  far) that number is even higher, 67% 25 and older.  This older population in the Clear Lake area is seeking a venue to improve their academic ability and work options.  Many are high school drop outs or those who are discouraged by their inability to acquire meaningful employment.Classroom intake surveys in the Learn 520/521 (ABE) at Lake County Campus revealed the following: A significant number of the students are Latino and/or people of color, middle aged (30ish-55), and a third (29%) have little or no computer skills.  Assessment tests indicate skill levels for math, English, and reading range from 3rd grade level (particularly ELL students) up to post high school. The intake surveys show 50% are seeking a high school diploma (HSE) while the other 50% are seeking to enter college degree or certificate tracks.  Anecdotal evidence by long term staff indicates the Lake Co. Learn program was most vigorous when the Learn basic skills classes were offered as an open entry open exit credit option.  Data reports aggregated the Lake County campus with YCC making specific inferences difficult.  Certainly, the change from open entry and repeatability had a huge impact on the program at Lake which went into decline.  Efforts to return to this earlier format are likely to produce stronger enrollment.  
	Curriculum Overview: The following courses are currently active: Learn -502-WCC--Academic Assistance and tutoring (F2016)LEARN-20-WCC - Tutor Training  (F2009)         Needs de-activing?LEARN-520-WCC - Beginning Basic Academic Skills  (F2016)LEARN-521-WCC - Intermediate Basic Academic Skills  (F2016)LEARN-530-WCC - Fundamentals of Composition  (S2017)LEARN-574-WCC - Arithmetic for College (S2017)   Learn-20 is the only credit course in the program and appears to still be active, but it has not been offered since 2015.  The department will need to discuss whether to deactivate or update it. Learn-520 and 521 are designated as ABE coursework and are only offered at the Lake County Campus where the community's adult education options are very limited. The 520, 521 series provides both HSE instruction and college readiness preparation.  Instruction is individualized, self-paced, and performance based.   One Certificate of Competency (Academic Basic Skills) been approved by the state as of October 2017(to be activated in Fall 2018).  Additional certificates are still in the developmental stages.  Learn 530 and 574 need to be integrated into a certificate (to be developed).The open entry feature has proven useful (Learn 502,520,521).  Students can be added to these courses at any point in the semester providing tutoring resources and instruction when student have need. Those students underprepared for college coursework find opportunity to improve their basic skills when they seek it, not just in the short window of traditional enrollment.      
	Technology Equipment and Facilities: Technology, Equipment, and Facilities:  In order to provide Lake County students with access to online tutoring as part of the Learn 502 course, some equipment and technology purchases may be necessary including a designated computer station with camera and microphone capability to allow students access to tutors at other locations (online tutoring).  Classrooms are readily available for Learn courses at the Lake Campus.  Smart classrooms allow access to the internet and other materials.The Lake Campus has access to computer labs and a set of laptop computers used to address digital literacy and for students working on HiSET Academy, an adaptive online learning program which targets students’ knowledge gaps and accelerates learning. However, Room L150, the primary location of the Learn 520 & 521 classrooms has sporadic wifi.  This can be a frustration in the midst of a timed assessment or digital lesson.  The room has the capability of hardwire access to the internet if the floor plugs were activated.Ensuring that document projectors like Elmos are in all classrooms at Lake is a priority.  A document projector is needed in Rm 905.(Tutoring space is addressed in the Student Success Program Review) (WCC?) 
	Academic Support Services and Library Resources: Academic Support services are sufficient.  However, since Learn classes are non-credit they do not appear on transcripts or programs used by counselors providing academic counseling.  This makes it difficult for counselors at the Lake County Campus to make recommendations for students' ed plans and ongoing academic advisement, particularly those engaged in ESL or ABE (Learn 520, 521, 574). WCC?  
	Staffing and Professional Development:  At the Lake County Campus, the current FT Basic Skills instructor will be retiring as of June 2018.  In order for the Learn Program (including tutoring) and the various ABE offerings to continue at that campus, it is vital a replacement be hired.  While there is one other local option for earning a high school diploma (as an independent study program), this is the only alternative in Lake County for students who may already have a diploma seeking to build their basic skills and transition into post-secondary work or schooling.The growing enrollment of ELL students in the ABE (520/521) courses indicates a need for a bilingual IA.  This individual would provide a stronger level of support and instruction for this population.Grant monies like the WIOA and AEBG supporting the adult education population need a budget manager or equivalent to oversee, manage, and provide access to monies outside the college by coordinating planning with the staff involved with BSI and ABE and other target populations.Because Learn 502 directly corresponds with WCC and LCC's tutoring services, it is imperative that the funding source for these services is increased. The demand for these services has increased by nearly 200% without any additional funding or positions. This has resulted in additional expectations and stress upon the staff. LCC, in particularly, is in desperate need of student support, both clerical and tutorial. Additionally, because funds are scarce and the staff is over-extended, professional development opportunities have been difficult to arrange. For these reasons, we are making a strong recommendation for increased funds at all campuses.    
	Program: Learn
	Recommendation01: Increase funding and staffing positions on LCC and WCC campuses including specific funding sources and allocations for the Lake Learn (ABE) program. 
	Rationale01: Rationale:  Because Learn 502 directly corresponds with WCC and LCC's tutoring services, it is imperative that the funding source for these services is increased. The demand for these services has increased by nearly 200% without any additional funding or positions. This has resulted in additional expectations and stress of the staff.  . LCC, in particular, is in desperate need of student support, both clerical and tutorial. Additionally, because funds are scarce and the staff is over-extended, professional development opportunities have been extremely limited. For these reasons, we are making a strong recommendation for increased funds at all campuses.  
	other01: Budget
	Goals: 1.   Budget: Clarify funding sources, allocations, budget processes, and budgets for Adult Ed/Learn/ESL non-credit programs including allocations from BSI, district, and AEBG.   The Lake County campus is struggling to provide staff and materials to support student success in a haphazard way.  Embedded tutors, student materials (free/low cost textbooks) and curriculum all require a designated funding source.  It is difficult to plan or grow a program when financing is uncertain.  WCC has dedicated funding for BSI, Student Success, and Equity, but the Lake County Campus is not currently given an allocation or a voice in those decisions.  It is important to note, however, WCC's recent rapid growth without additional funding or staffing positions (see pg. 7 for details) also challenges the department.      Increased funding and staff positions are short-term goals for the WCC. 2.   Curriculum development: Include all stakeholders in the continuing development of Learn courses and Certificates of Competency to meet the needs of all WCC campuses. 3.   Collaboration and Communication:  Improve the dialogue and information flow within the department, with the BSI Committee, and between campuses to improve effectiveness and teamwork.    A.  Revise, map, and record SLO's at the course, program, and institutional level    B.   Recognize different needs at the various sites and collaborate to address them equitably and effectively.           .  
	Action01:  Learn faculty will meet with Deans and upper administration to identify additional funds. 
	Responsible01: Learn faculty and administrators 
	Timeline01: End of 17-18 fiscal year
	Recommendation02: Hire Learn faculty retiree replacement for Lake County Basic Skills/Adult Ed/Student Success Program to continue to grow and direct the Lake County Campus Learn Program.
	Rationale02: Faculty supervision and guidance is essential to oversee student success tutoring and HSE/Career & College Reading courses.  This person is essential in collaborating with full time faculty at WCC and directing the personnel on the Lake Campus.
	other02: 
	Action02: Submit FT faculty request. Work with the Dean(s) and staffing committee to create a job description and hiring timeline ASAP.
	Timeline02: Fall 2017
	Recommendation03: Review and assess the current SLO's of Learn 502 (Tutoring and Academic Assistance) and create a process to assess effectiveness/success.
	Rationale03: Learn 502 is a relatively new (non-credit) study skills/academic assistance course and thus reshaping it to ensure it addresses the needs of BSI students and others in need of academic support is a necessary priority.
	other03: 
	Action03:  Work with TutorTrac representatives to measure correlations between tutoring and student success. 
	Responsible03: Learn faculty
	Timeline03: on going
	Recommendation04: Develop and expand non-credit curriculum specifically to create certificates of competency (current basic skills, English, math, study skills) and involve appropriate faculty at all sites. Review Learn 574 and 530 to identify their feasibility as components of a potential certificate. 
	Rationale04: Provide more options for students to find means of augmenting skills, accelerating learning, and supporting student growth.
	other04: 
	Action04: Draft a tentative plan to propose to all relevant faculty, gather input, and submit to curriculum committee.
	Responsible04: All relevant faculty --Learn, Math, English, etc
	Timeline04: on going
	Cost04: 
	Cost01: 50000
	Priority01: [High]
	Responsible02: Dean Lake County Campus & WCC Staffing Committee
	Cost02: 
	Priority02: [High]
	Cost03: 
	Priority03: [Medium]
	Priority04: [Medium]
	Recommendation05: Create a way for counselors to “see” student history or enrollment in non-credit courses 
	Rationale05: This is a necessary tool for efficient academic advisement.  
	other05: 
	Action05: Continue to request non-credit course work be recorded for student services personnel.
	Responsible05: District A & R programming personnel, Dean of Instruction
	Timeline05: on-going since F2016
	Cost05: 
	Priority05: [High]
	Recommendation06: Initiate standardized progress markers (P, SP, NP) to help track student success in non-credit coursework. The current practice of using “Z” is just a placeholder for all noncredit “grades.” 
	Rationale06: This is a necessary tool for tracking data and awarding the Basic Academic Skills Certificate of Competency.
	other06: 
	Action06: Student Services faculty and instructors of non-credit course work need access to student records specific to non-credit course work and need to articulate that need.  Continue to follow up with the Dean of Instruction and Curriculum Committee. 
	Responsible06: District A & R programming personnel, student services faculty
	Timeline06: on going (first requested F2016)
	Cost06: 
	Priority06: [High]
	Recommendation07: ABE Budget (Lake) --Identify specific funding sources and allocations for the Lake Learn program (specific to Academic Skills Adult Ed/Career College Readiness non-credit program) to provide materials, support, and staffing for these particularly needy students. 
	Rationale07: Since realignment with WCC, no monies have been specifically assigned to support college/career readiness services at the Lake County Campus. The non-credit ABE programs currently offered require personnel (embedded tutors and IAs) and instructional supplies to effectively offer low cost/no cost individualize instruction in an open entry open exit forum. No Lake representative has been part of the developing expenditure plan for BSI/Student Success monies. According to the AB86 Progress Report of 10/31/14---YCCD Northern CA Adult Ed Consortium (p. 1), the high school drop-out rate is "at 30% among communities serving a large rural agricultural area that include many migrant families." This is the population WCC and its centers in Clearlake and Colusa must serve. The need is particularly keen in Lake County where the Konocti Unified School District reported in May 2015 that only 69.6 percent of students from this district completed their high school coursework. 
	other07: Budget
	Action07: Include LCC Basic Skills/Adult Education faculty in planning and budgeting processes. LCC Learn faculty/staff will submit a budget proposal which addresses necessary staff and materials needed at the Lake site specifically for ABE courses.
	Responsible07: Basic Skills Faculty (Lake & WCC) BSI & SSSP com.
	Timeline07: Ongoing/resolve Fall 2018
	Cost07: 25000
	Priority07: [High]
	Recommendation08: 
	Rationale08: 
	other08: 
	Action08: 
	Responsible08: 
	Timeline08: 
	Cost08: 
	Priority08: [Select:]
	Recommendation09: 
	Rationale09: 
	other09: 
	Action09: 
	Responsible09: 
	Timeline09: 
	Cost09: 
	Priority09: [Select:]
	Recommendation10: 
	Rationale10: 
	other10: 
	Action10: 
	Responsible10: 
	Timeline10: 
	Cost10: 
	Priority10: [Select:]
	Review Type: Annual Update
	Industry Trends (CTE): Not Applicable
	additional data requests: Fail rates for all courses. This will help identify what classes to target when recruiting tutors and SI leaders. Progress markers (in lieu of grades) P, SP, NP for all non-credit courses would assist in data collection. Processes need to be developed that can measure the impact of tutoring on student success. Processes need to be developed that can measure success and persistence in open entry and non-credit courses.    
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	Scheduling Overview: Scheduling does not appear to be an issue with Learn 502, since that course is tied to the Student Success Centers hours of operation.  The ABE courses (Learn 520, 521, 574) classes offered at the Lake County Campus are limited due to the small campus and that site is exploring whether weekend or evening classes might provide more opportunity for the Clearlake community and stronger enrollment numbers. A recent WIOA (Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act) grant to be implemented in the Lake and Colusa area will rely on college and career readiness classes to help their clientele find success.  It may grow current enrollment and evaluation of additional sections would be discussed as needed.  
	Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Overview:  SLO are provided for all classes, but not all have been assessed yet, mostly because only two of the courses were actively taught 2016-17 (Learn 502 and 520).  Learn 502 is not listed as a class in Tracdat under Learn so there is not a location to record SLO assessment results.Plans are underway to revise the Learn 502 SLO's to create a better way to measure student progress and success.Clearly a single semester's worth of SLO Assessment results is not enough to generate course or program changes.  However, the data is being closely scrutinized in order to make changes when the evidence grows sufficiently to identify issues or trends.    Program Goals have not been entered into Tracdat.  In fact, the Program Goals created as part of the Basic Skills Certificate of Competency (pending in June 2017) only address the ABE mission and perhaps not the broader goal(s) of Learning Assistance in terms of academic support and tutoring.These program goals were articulated in the development of the Academic Basic Skills Certificate:Goal #1: Provide students (including those with barriers to education and employment) with access to lifelong education and trainingGoal #2: Work with targeted populations to overcome specific barriers to accessing and completing education and training. Develop mechanisms to ensure the success of adults in completing their education and transitioning to college or better work.Program SLO: Upon successful completion of this program, students will be able to:    --- solve multi-step math problems (numerical and word) involving basic operations up to algebra and geometry    ---  identify and summarize main ideas in short reading selections involving a variety of genres (essays, news articles, text books, etc)   --- write a competent and focused 2-6 paragraph response on an assigned topic.   --- collaborate with others and demonstrate the characteristics of successful self-directed learners.      
	HasCost10: Off


